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Cisco Smart and Proactive Support

 Access to Cisco® 

Technical Assistance 
Center (TAC)

 Advance hardware 
replacement

 Online technical 
resources

 Software updates

Foundational
Technical Services

 Mitigate risks
 Resolve problems 

faster
 Reduce operating 

expenses

Smart Outcomes

 Incident management
 Alerts management
 Service coverage 

management
 Product lifecycle 

management

Smart Workflows



Measurable Outcomes

 24x7x365 TAC expertise - always available
 Generate a comprehensive list of supported

devices to comply with corporate policies,
even offline spares

 Easily identify equipment nearing end of
life, mitigating risk and simplifying
upgrade planning

 Ensure that your Cisco hardware is
running current, supported software versions



https://tools.cisco.com/smartservices/
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Cisco Security Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco Active Threat Analytics (ATA) is a managed security service portfolio that solves the challenges you face with increasingly sophisticated cyber threats that jeopardize your network. 



Travel Challenges



Security Challenges
Changing
Business Models 

Dynamic 
Threat Landscape

Complexity
and Fragmentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through hundreds of conversations with the CxO’s from across our customers, we developed the three most impactful security challenges. Every Board of Directors should be thinking about these three challenges and how their companies are managing them.Changing Business Models: As business models shift and trends in cloud and BYOD grow, there is a struggle to update and expand your security coverage at the rapid pace needed. To adapt proactively to open new revenue streams, provide better user and customer experiences, and update your operating models to deliver value and thrive in a competitive market, you need to enable your organization to adopt new technologies quickly. But, network expansion entails large costs in infrastructure, personnel, and time, as well as the risk of exposure to advanced threats during the transition. Dynamic Threat Landscape: Meanwhile, adversaries are finding increasingly more sophisticated methods of attacking your systems and users. Advanced threats based on social engineering and complex algorithms evade straightforward detection methods and require additional layers of communication, collaboration, and analysis between systems, intelligence, and investigators. Complexity and Fragmentation: And the available options for combating these threats from multiple attack vectors is becoming increasingly complex/fragmented. Numerous options for security vendors leaves your personnel scrambling to combine and analyze the telemetry coming in from so many sources, and there is a shortage of security talent.



Security Challenges
Changing
Business Models 

Dynamic 
Threat Landscape

Complexity
and Fragmentation

54% of breaches remain 
undiscovered for months

60% data in breaches 
is stolen in hours

Security vendors 
for some customers45

Demand for 
security talent 12x

IOE

25%
increase in an 
organization’s 
cybersecurity risk 
due to IoE

CLOUD

times more cloud 
services are 
being used than 
known by IT

5-10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changing Business Models: The increasing overall security risk of interconnectivity and the incredibly fast adoption of cloud services are creating additional attack vectors and potential for exposure cyber threats. The increased likelihood of security breach is more than speculation. In 2015, Global security incidents grew at 48%, outpacing both the 22% growth in global smartphone users and 21% growth in global GDP.Dynamic Threat Landscape: cyber attacks have become much more sophisticated and the attacks have moved from static to dynamic. Today, if you don’t have near real-time capabilities you are at a significant disadvantage since 60% of the data is stolen within hours and 54% of the breaches are not discovered for months.Complexity and Fragmentation: unfortunately, the security market continues to get more complex and fragmented. Some of our largest customers have 45 or more security vendors in their environment, which is hard to manage, costly, and inefficient. Additionally, the inability to recruit and retain the best security talent is a major challenge for our customers as they attempt to improve their security capabilities. Demand for cybersecurity professionals has grown about 12 times faster than for all other jobs.Citations:In 2015, Global security incidents grew at 48%, outpacing both the 22% growth in global smartphone users and 21% growth in global GDP.The Global State of Information Security Survey 2015 (PWC): http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/consulting-services/information-security-survey/assets/the-global-state-of-information-security-survey-2015.pdf25% increase in an organization’s cybersecurity risk due to IoEGlobal Megratrends in Cybersecurity 2015 (Ponemon): http://www.raytheon.com/news/rtnwcm/groups/gallery/documents/content/rtn_233811.pdf5-10 times more cloud services being used than are known by ITBlog 2014 (Cisco): http://blogs.cisco.com/security/beyond-data-securityfive-biggest-risks-of-shadow-cloud-it-services/60% data in breaches is stolen in hours54% of breaches remain undiscovered for monthsData Breach Investigations Report 2014 (Verizon): https://dti.delaware.gov/pdfs/rp_Verizon-DBIR-2014_en_xg.pdfDemand for cybersecurity professionals over the past five years grew 3.5 times faster than demand for other IT jobs and about 12 times faster than for all other jobsReport on the Growth of Cybersecurity Jobs 2014 (Burning Glass Technologies): http://www.burning-glass.com/media/4187/Burning%20Glass%20Report%20on%20Cybersecurity%20Jobs.pdf



Cisco Security Hypothesis

Visibility Threat-centric Platform-based IntegrationAdvisory Managed

Security Challenges Operational Focus Talent Shortage

Requires Improved Outcomes



Cisco Security Services

Custom Threat 
Intelligence 

Advisory Integration Managed

Technical Security
Assessments

Integration Services

Security Optimization 
Services

Managed Threat Defense

Remote Managed 
Services
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